Inspirational Fiction

This curated list was developed by Laramie County Library System reading experts who are passionate about helping you discover great library materials! Titles by these authors should be discoverable in the library’s catalog. Titles by these authors that are not owned by Laramie County Library System may be requested through interlibrary loan (ILL). Requests may be placed at any Ask Here desk or through the catalog. Please note there is a $2.00 fee for each ILL request. E-books, downloadable audiobooks, magazines and comics are available through the Libby app by OverDrive.

Inspirational fiction has a Christian focus or theme. Religious elements may be an integral part of the story, or subtle mentions of faith. All inspirational fiction is free of profanity and overt sexual content. All titles are shelved in Fiction unless otherwise indicated.

**AMISH**
Beth Wiseman
Beverly Lewis
Cindy Woodsmall
Laura Bradford...................... shelved in Mystery
Linda Byler
Linda Castillo...................... shelved in Mystery
Lori Copeland
Mindy Starns Clark
Paul (P. L.) Gaus ...................... shelved in Mystery
Sarah Price...................... shelved in Mystery
Shelley Shephard Gray
Suzanne Woods Fisher
Wanda E. Brunstetter

**BIBLICAL**
Anne Rice
Bodie Thoene
Davis Bunn
Francine Rivers
Gilbert Morris
Jill Eileen Smith
Lynn N. Austin
Marek Halter
Mesu Andrews
Orson Scott Card
Tim LaHaye

**GENERAL FICTION**
Chris Fabry
Christa Parrish
Craig Parshall
Davis Bunn
Jan Karon
Joel C. Rosenberg
Michael Phillips
Randy Singer
Robert Whitlow
Ted Dekker
Tim LaHaye and Jerry Jenkins
W. Dale Cramer

**HISTORICAL**
Al Lacy................................................. U.S.
Amanda Cabot ... Texas, Wyoming (Cheyenne author)
B. J. Hoff................................. Ireland, U.S.
Bodie and Brock Thoene...................... Europe
Catherine Palmer................................. England, U.S.
Gilbert Morris................................. U.S.
Janette Oke................................. Western U.S.
Judith Pella and Michael Phillip........... Europe, U.S.
Julie Klassen.............................. Regency-era England
Julie Lessman............................. Irish American Boston
Kathleen Morgan......................... Scotland, Western U.S.

**FANTASY, PARANORMAL**
Bryan M. Litfin .................. shelved in Science Fiction
C. S. Lewis ......................... shelved in Science Fiction
Chris Stewart
Inspirational Fiction

Linda (L. L.) Chaikin ............................................ international
Lori Copeland ................................................ Western U.S.
Lori Wick ............................................................... U.S.
Lynn N. Austin ..................................................... Israel, U.S.
Maggie Brendan ................................................... U. S. frontier
Mary Connealy ..................................................... Western U.S.
Tamera Alexander .......................... 1800s Southern U.S.
Tracie Peterson ................................................... U.S.
Wanda E. Brunstetter ........................................... U. S. Amish

MYSTERY, SUSPENSE
Alton Gansky
Bill Myers
Brandilyn Collins ...................... shelved in Mystery
Dani Pettrey
Dee Henderson
DiAnn Mills
Irene Hannon
Lorena McCourtney ...................... shelved in Mystery
Lori Copeland
Mette Ivie Harrison ...................... shelved in Mystery
Mindy Starns Clark ...................... shelved in Mystery
Rene Gutteridge
Tasha Alexander
Terri Blackstock
Tim Downs
Vannetta Chapman ...................... shelved in Mystery

ROMANCE, WOMEN'S FICTION
Amanda Cabot ................................. Cheyenne author
Ann H. Gabhart
Ann Shorey
Ann Tatlock
Beth Wiseman
Beverly Lewis
Cathy Marie Hake
Cindy Woodsmall
Colleen Coble
Deborah Bedford
Hannah Alexander
Judy Baer
Karen Kingsbury
Karen Whitmeyer
Kathryn Cushman
Kim Vogel Sawyer
Kristen Heitzmann
Kristin Billerbeck
Laura Frantz
Leisha Kelly
Linda Byler
Linda Windsor
Lisa Samson
Lori Wick
M. L. Tyndall
Martha Rogers
Mary Connealy
Melody Carlson
Mona Hodgson
Neta Jackson
Penelope J. Stokes
Robin Jones Gunn
Robin Lee Hatcher
Sharon Ewell Foster
Shelley Shepard Gray
Stephanie Grace Whitson
Tamera Alexander
Tina Ann Forkner ............................... Cheyenne author

WESTERN
Janette Oke
Sigmund Brouwer ...................... shelved in Western
Stephen Bly .............................. shelved in Western